From: CARE President
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2012 10:55 AM
To:
FCUAC Correspondence Secretary
Cc:
FCUAC Treasurer; FCUAC President
Subject:
RE: FCUAC support to CARE picnic
Tom!
This is WONDERFUL news!
We feel so fortunate in our partnership with FCUAC. Having your support
and collaboration in the MOU
means so much. And the Atlas project  I can't tell you how valuable that
has been, is and will continue to
be for so many of CARE's projects.
The Picnic in the Park this year  our 2nd annual event  had easily
twice the attendance we saw last year.
It is fun and informative, and provides a more casual and interactive
environment that gives folks an
opportunity to ask questions and give input in a way that seems to be
more comfortable for more people
than some of our others events. We hope to continue to grow it over time,
and contributions like this one
make that hope achievable.
I will get receipts to you very soon.
Thank you all for the great work that you do for all of us, and for you
most generous support!
Gwendolyn High
CARE  Community Alliance to Reach Out & Engage
...doing what we can, with our neighbors, for our community…
http://careeastplateau.wordpress.com/
highlands_neighbors@hotmail.com
206.888.7152

From: FCUAC Correspondence Secretary
To: CARE President
CC: FCUAC Treasurer; FCUAC President
Subject: FCUAC support to CARE picnic
Date: Thu, 16 Aug 2012 09:56:00 0700
Gwen
Last night the Four Creeks Unincorporated Area Council voted to reimburse
CARE for up to $200 in expenses
for your recent picnic at Coalfield Park.
We are proud to be a partner with CARE in the Stewardship Memo of
Understanding that covers Tributary
291, Coalfield Park, and 164th.

You’re efforts align perfectly with the FCUAC mission of enhancing
opportunities for residents to participate
in decisions that affect the future of their communities and to improve
access to the information and services
provided by public agencies, King County Parks in this case.
We are also pleased to have contributed to CARE by providing maps via the
FCUAC Atlas Program.
Reimbursement requests can be sent to Rich Nelson, FCUAC Treasurer.
copy of receipt(s) related to the
Coalfield Park event are all that’s needed.
Any further question can be answered by Rich.
Thanks for all that you do.
Tom Carpenter
Communication Secretary
Four Creeks UAC
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